We present PULCinella and its use in comparing uncertainty theories. PULCinella is a general tool for J:ropagating Uncertainty based on the l,ocal �amputation technique of Shafer and Shenoy. It may be specialized to different uncertainty theories: at the moment, Pulcinella can propagate probabilities, belief functions, Boolean values, and possibilities. Moreover, Pulcinella allows the user to easily define his own specializations.
INTRODUCTION
A new interest has grown up recently in the uncertainty management community. Moving from consideration of efficiency, ease of representation, and generality, a num ber of techniques for representing and propagating uncer tainty in networks have been proposed (e.g. Chatalic et a!., 1987; Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Pearl, 1988; Shafer et a!., 1987) . Moreover, implementations of these techniques have been developed (e.g. Andersen et a!., 1989; Hsia and Shenoy, 1989; Zarley et a!., 1988; Xu, 1991) . However, all the existing systems only propagate uncer tainty values according to a single uncertainty theory. This is unfortunate: if we accept that uncertainty theories should be seen as alternatives, rather than rivals (Fox, 1986; Saffiotti, 1987) then we must also accept that for each problem there is a "most adequate" theory, and this theory is in general different from problem to problem. It would be advisable to have a general tool capable of propagating uncertainty according to different uncer tainty theories. This would allow us to use the same piece of software for solving different problems that call for different uncertainty management techniques. Moreover, such a tool would be useful for analyzing and comparing different theories in an experimental way.
In the Platonic world of formal theories, a system having the above characteristics exists. Building on their work on belief function propagation (Shafer et a!., 1987) , Shafer and Shenoy developed a general framework for local computation (Shafer and Shenoy, 1988b) in which the process of network propagation in itself has been abstracted from what is actually propagated. Shafer and Shenoy have shown (Shafer and Shenoy, 1989a ) that their framework is capable of modelling both probability and belief function propagation, and that it can capture other existing propagation schemas (i.e. Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter's and Pearl's) . This framework has been further generalized by Shenoy (1989) , who proposes a class of languages ("valuation-based languages") for building knowledge-based systems. Besides probability and belief functions, other existing uncertainty theories have already been formalized as valuation languages (e.g. Dubois and Prade, 1990) .
In this paper, we introduce PULCinella, a tool for Propagating Uncertainty based on the Local Computation technique of Shafer and Shenoy. Pulcinella is a general implementation of valuation based languages, abstracted from a belief function propagation system (Xu, 1991) , and it is fully described in (Saffiotti and Umkehrer, 1991a) . As such, it may be instantiated to any of the theories which have been formalized as valuation based languages. In particular, four specialization of Pulcinella have already been implemented, namely for propagating probabilities, belief functions, Boolean values, and possibilities. Moreover, Pulcinella makes it easy to implement new theories in it (provided that they can be modelled in the valuation language formalism). Besides describing the tool and the underlying theory, we illustrate the use of Pulcinella for comparing uncertainty theory. In this sense, the AI researcher will find in this paper an analysis of the different results obtained applying different theories to the same problem; and the knowledge engineer will find a discussion of the pros and cons of using different uncertainty theories for modelling the same test-bed problem. Both discussions are based on the results of experiments carried out using Pulcinella.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reminds some formal background on valuation-based languages and local computations. Section 3 presents Pulcinella. Section 4 shows two full examples of applica tion of Pulcinella. Section 5 discusses these examples and analyzes the differences detected in using different uncer tainty theories. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
THEORETICALBACKGROUND

VALUATION-BASED LANGUAGES
Shenoy' s valuation-based languages (Shenoy, 1989) have been abstracted from the axiomatic framework for probabilities and belief functions propagation of Shafer and Shenoy (Shafer, Shenoy and Mellouli, 1987; Shafer and Shenoy, 1988a; Shenoy and Shafer, 1988b) . They have been proposed as an alternative to rule-based languages for constructing knowledge-based systems. The language consists of objects, which are used to represent knowledge, and operators, which operate on these objects to make inferences on the knowledge. Two kinds of objects are considered, variables and valuations, and two operators, combination and marginalization!. We first remind the formal definitions of these elements, and will discuss their interpretation and use later.
Variables, Frames and Configurations. We consider a finite set of variables. Each variable may range over a finite set of possible values, called the frame for that variable. A configuration of a finite non-empty set of variables is an element of the Cartesian product of the frames of the variables in this set. Denotations: X for the set of variables; g, h, k for subsets of X; Wg for the set of configurations of g; x,y for single configurations; a,b,c for sets of configurations.
Sometimes we need to project a configuration of one set to another set. A configuration x of g is projected to h, g::>h, by dropping all the elements in x belonging to g-h. It is extended to k, k::>g, by building the Cartesian product between the configuration and Wk-g · Denotations: x .l. h for the projection of x to h; x th for the extension of x to h.
Valuations. Given a set of variables h, we consider a set V h· The elements of Vh are called valuations on the set h 2 . In our case, valuations are the objects that represent the uncertainty about a set of variables. Denotations: V g for the set of valuations on g; V for the set of all valuations on subsets of X; G, H for single valuations.
Combination is any mapping ®: VXV� V, such that, if G and H are valuations on g and h, respectively, then G®H is a valuation on guh.
Marginalization. For each hb:X, there is a mapping J.h:
if G is a valuation on g and h b: g, then G J. h is a valuation on h.
1 A third operator, solution, is used for "decoding" the result obtained the propagation. This operator is not relevant to the present discussion, and so it will not be considered.
2 For the sake of simplicity, we do not take here into account "proper valuations", a subset of the valuations used to restrict the applicabil ity of operators. Thus, the definitions given here are not complete, but they preserve the basic ideas of valuation-based languages.
INTERPRETATIONS
It will be useful to give now some examples of possible interpretations for the syntactical entities of a valuation based language. This will show in which way a valuation-based language can be used for modelling different existing uncertainty theories. For probability theory, belief-functions, and a Boolean case, the mapping of the theory into the concepts of a valuation-based language have been proposed by Shenoy and Shafer (Shenoy and Shafer, 1988b; Shenoy, 1989) . For possibility theory, we use the mapping proposed by Dubois and Prade (1990) building on a previous work by Zadeh (1979) .
Probability:
Valuations on h are (unnormalized) probability distributions on the configurations of h Combination: If G and H are probability distributions on g and h, respectively, then their combination is the probability distribution on guh defined by
) for all xe W gUh· Marginalization: If hb: g and G is a probability distribution on g, then the marginal of G for h is the probability distribution on h defined by3: G J.h (x) = �{G(x,y) l yeW g -hl for all xeWh
Belief Functions:
Valuations on h are basic probability assignment (bpa) functions on sets of configurations of h. Combination: If G, H are bpa's on g, h -respectively then their combination is the bpa on guh defined by4 G(x .l.g ), H(x .l. h )) for all xeW 8uh Marginalization: If hk g and G is a possibility distribution on g, then the marginal of G for h is the possibility distribution on h defined by c J. h (x) =sup {G(x,y) I yew g -h l for all xeWh.
REPRESENTING PROBLEMS BY VALUATION SYSTEMS
A set of variables, with their frames, together with a set of valuations, is called a valuation system. Intuitively, a valuation system corresponds to a knowledge-base. When we want to use a valuation-based language to solve a problem, we first have to define a valuation sys tem that represents our problem. While doing that, we have to keep in mind the intended intuitive meaning of the syntactical entities of valuation-based languages (which holds independently from the interpretation). To this respect, variables can be seen as representing entities of the domain of discourse, and valuations V h as repre senting relational knowledge among the entities repre sented by the variables in h. The combination operator models aggregation of different fragments of knowledge, and the marginalization operator models a narrowing of the focus of interest by concentrating knowledge on a subset of variables. The following is a pictorial represen tation of the intended interpretation in terms of real world knowledge of variables and valuations. 
(relational) knowledge abouJ the enlities
LOCAL COMPUTATION IN VALUATION SYSTEMS
Having defined a valuation system we want now to evaluate it. This means to compute a global valuation on X obtained by combining together all the valuations in our valuation system, and find the marginals of this global valuation to each variable in X. In terms of knowledge, this corresponds to aggregating all the available knowledge together, and to finding the effect of this knowledge on the individual variables. Computing explicitly the global valuation is often unfeasible from the computational viewpoint. However, Shafer and Shenoy (1988b) proposed a general local computation schema for evaluating valuation systems. The computation is local in the sense that combinations of valuations can be performed without extending each valuation to the whole space of the configurations. Shenoy and Shafer have shown that this schema can be applied if the combination and marginalization operators satisfy the following three axioms:
A 1 (Commutativity and associativity of ®). Let G, H, K be valuations on g, h and k, respectively. Then:
G®H = H®G and G®(H®K) = (G®H)®K
A2 (Consonance of J. ). Let G be a valuation on g, and suppose kk hk g. Then:
A3 (Distributivity of J. over ®). Let G, H be valuations on g and h, respectively. Then
All four interpretations described in Section 2.2 satisfy these axioms. Thus, local computations can be used for propagating probabilities, belief functions, Boolean val ues, and possibilities.
Algorithms based on the above technique have already been proposed and implemented (Zarley et a!., 1988; Hsia and Shenoy, 1989; Xu, 1991) . These algorithms use a network representation for the valuation system called Markov Tree. Mapping a valuation system on a Markov Tree is done in two steps. The first step is to represent the valuation system by a hypergraph: in it, each variable is associated to a node, and each valuation is associated to a hyperedge. The second step is to find a Markov Tree representative of the hypergraph by clustering variables.
PULCINELLA
Pulcinella is a system for building and evaluating valuation systems based on Shenoy and Shafer's local computation technique. The system implements the general framework discussed above: it may be specialized to a given uncertainty theory by choosing an interpretation for the objects and the operators. Pulcinella is written in Lisp, and appears as a library of Lisp functions for creating, modifying and evaluating a valuation system. Alternatively, the user can choose to interact with Pulcinella via a graphical interface. The system builds on Hong Xu's implementation of the belief functions propagation technique of Shafer and Shenoy (X u, 1991) . The key move for generalizing Xu's program has been to parametrize it over a set of functions. At the moment, four interpretations of the general framework have been implemented: belief function, probability, Boolean and possibility (in the following, we will use the term "specialization" to refer to an implemented interpretation). By selecting one of these specializations, the user can transform Pulcinella in a probability propagation system, in a belief function propagation system, and so on. Moreover, Pulcinella is meant to be an open system: the set of functions which have to be defined to create a new specialization is very small and with a well defined semantics (reflecting the elements of a valuation-based language). Thus, it is easy for the user to define further specializations. In this Section, we will first show how to use the existing specializations, and then discuss how a new specialization can be created.
USING A PULCINELLA SPECIALIZATION
As far as modelling quantitative knowledge is not concerned, the way to work with Pulcinella is the same for all specializations. We first describe this common part, and then show how qualitative knowledge is modelled in each of the four provided specializations.
The user can model his problem, either graphically or by calling Lisp functions. In terms of Shafer and Shenoy's framework, modelling the problem means to create a valuation system representing his problem. This modelling process comprises two steps. In the first step, the user specifies the structural knowledge of his problem. This means defining all the variables to be used (along with their frames), and indicating which variables are linked together by a relation. By defining the variables and the relations the user implicitly fixes the subsets of variables for which valuations can be specified in the second step. The second step consists in modelling the quantitative knowledge: i.e. in defining the valuations on (some of) the subsets identified by the structural model created. This step depends from the specialization chosen, and will be discussed below. However, during this step, the user should keep in mind that a default valuation is given by the system to each variable and relation if no valuation is defined by the user. Once the valuation system has been completely defined, the user can evaluate it by asking Pulcinella to start propagation. The user can choose if the results must be shown normalized or unnormalized. If the user wants to apply different uncertainty theories on the same problem, he has to specify the structural knowledge only once. He can use the same variables and relations for different specializations.
Probability Specialization. In the probability specializa tion, the user models quantitative knowledge by defining probability distributions for single variables and rela tions. Notice that this means that a dependency between variables is encoded by a joint probability distribution rather than by conditional probabilities. The default val uation is the uniform probability distribution: if nothing is known about a variable or relation, all configurations are considered to have the same probability. A probability distribution is called normalized if the values attached to the configurations adds up to one.
Belief-Function Specialization. In the belief function spe cialization, the user models the quantitative knowledge by defining basic probability assignment functions on the sets of variables that constitute the structural knowledge.
A basic probability assignment function on a set of vari ables reflects to which extent some subsets of configura tions are believed to contain the true configuration, and is expressed by a mapping from subsets of configurations of a set of variables to the interval [0,1]. The value associ ated to the empty set is always zero. The default valua tion is the basic probability assignment function which attach the value 1 to the whole set of configurations. A basic probability assignment function is called normal ized if the sum of all its values is 1.
Boolean Specialization. The Boolean specialization can be seen as a way to represent categorical knowledge. The quantitative knowledge is modelled by attaching to the configurations of the defined sets of variables either true or false. These values are better understood in term of satisfaction of constraints: a value true for a configura tion means that this configuration is acceptable given the constraints of our problem. Accordingly, a relation among variables will be encoded by selecting all those configurations that are admissible, and by associating true to them. The default valuation attaches true to each con figuration: if nothing is known about a set of variables, each configuration could be the case. No normalization is defined for Boolean specialization. 
HOW TO BUILD A NEW SPEOALIZA TION
Pulcinella is an open system. The user can build his own specialization with Pulcinella. To build a new specialization the first thing he has to do is to express his theory in terms of the syntactical entities of valuation based languages, and to prove that the axioms of local computation are satisfied. Having expressed the theory in this way, he may now implement the functions specific to the new specialization. This is made easier by the clear semantics given to these functions: basically, they mirror the concepts and entities of a valuation-based language. These functions may be divided up into three groups:
1. two functions defining the default valuations for variables and relations 2. two functions that implement the combination and marginalization operators.
3. two extra functions for changing the valuations in "some way": one implements the normalization procedure for valuations; the other is called after the propagation has been completed, and allows the builder of a specialization to do some housekeeping before the results are shown to the user.
EXAMPLES
In this section we will give a couple of examples aimed at illustrating the use of Pulcinella for modelling and solving uncertain problems. We will insist on the difference between modelling the structural knowledge of the problem, and modelling its quantitative knowledge. In each example, the same problem will be formalized in all the four specializations discussed above. However, and interestingly, the structural model remains the same for all of them. These examples will highlight how using different uncertainty theories may require different input and produce different results.
ExAMPLE 1
Our first example is adapted from (Saffiotti, 1987 The next step consists in deciding one uncertainty calculus to use, and to specialize Pulcinella to it. Suppose we choose to specialize Pulcinella to probability5. We can then enter the (unnormalized) joint probability distributions for our variables and relations. These distributions, which encode the quantitative knowledge in our problem, are shown below6: unuttered .
1/6 . I/ . 1/6 .
5 In practice, this reduces to selecting a menu item, or to evaluating the form "(specialize-uncertainty 'probability)". 6 The valuations for variables are obvious, and will not shown. Suppose that we now want to try to use belief functions for modelling our problem. All we need to do, is to spe cialize Pulcinella to belief functions, and to input the quantitative knowledge of our problem in the form of two basic probability assignments for our relations:
Subset Subset ok EEE 0.8 unered EEE 0.9 out unuttered Intuitively, the subset to which mwashing assigns a 0.8 mass represents the fact that the answer to our problem may be any of B, W and P when Philco = Qk, and any of B and P when Philco = out. The remaining 0.2 mass is au tomatically given to the whole frame. The next example has been tailored on an experiment made in modelling the uncertainty present in a problem of fault diagnoses in electricity networks (Gallastegui et a!., 1989) . For the sake of clarity, both the qualitative and the quantitative knowledge have been greatly simplified. The full experiment, and the actual figures used, are reported in (5affiotti and Umkehrer, 1991b). We consider here the following fragment of an electricity network:
This fragment comprises four "substations", linked by three electricity lines Ll, L2 and L3. The substation in the middle includes 51, a big conductive bar used for con necting more lines together. The Oi's are "circuit break ers": automatic switches that can isolate two lines when they detect an over load on the part of the network on their "hot" side (marked by a dot in the picture). When an overload is detected, a circuit breaker generate an alarm. There are two kinds of alarm: "instantaneous", for "big" overloads (normally caused by a fault in the line the device is on); or "delayed", for "small" overloads (normally caused by a fault in a neighbour line). All the alarms are sent to the "control room" of some power sta tion. Here, a system engineer is constantly analyzing the incoming alarms to find out what is happening in the network. His goal is to determine if and where there is a fault. We model our electricity network in Pulcinella by the following variables and relations: where Di's are variables representing circuit breaker states, with possible values ok (no alarm), del (delayed alarm), and inst (instantaneous alarm); Li's and S 1 represent line states, with frame {Qk, fault!; and the a/arm-i's relate generation of alarms by breakers with states of neighbour lines.
The quantitative knowledge given by the experts is not very rich. Essentially, it says that: 1. alarms are not very reliable: in roughly 10% of the cases, they do not correspond to the real situation (alarm generated without fault, or fault occurring without alarm); 2. if an instantaneous alarm is generated (correctly), the fault is 70% of the cases in the line the breaker is on, and 30% in the next one; the reverse holds for delayed alarms.
The following tables show how this knowledge has been coded into the relation alarm-1 by an (unnormalized) joint probability distribution 1', a possibility distribution n, a Boolean constraint tr, or a basic probability assign ment m, respectively. Distributions for the other alarm i's are similar; while those for the alarm-ij's are different. We now imagine a scenario in which a fault occurs on line L2 very near to 012 (see the above picture): as a consequence, a "delayed" alarm is sent by 02, and a "instantaneous" alarm by 012. Moreover, we imagine that 01 has been adjusted incorrectly (it happens), and is too sensitive: thus, also 01 sends a "delayed" alarm.
These three alarms will be received in the control room, and the system engineer will have to find out what has happened. Three main hypotheses are compatible with this set of alarms, shown in order of preference:
1) Fault in L2; alarm from 01 spurious;
2) Fault in 51; missing alarm from 03, and alarm from 012 spurious;
3) Fault in Ll; 011 not working (missing alarm & did not open), missing alarm from 03, and alarm from 012 spurious.
The following tables summarize the results obtained for this example with the probability, possibility, Boolean, and belief function specializations of PulcinellalO 
DISCUSSION
Beside illustrating the use of Pulcinella for modelling uncertain problems within a given specialization, the examples above show how Pulcinella may provide useful help in comparing different uncertainty management techniques. The advantage of having this capability is twofold. In theoretical research, Pulcinella allows us to play with uncertainty theories, and to track differences between them. In knowledge engineering, it may be used as a tool for choosing, on an experimental basis, the uncertainty treatment technique that better fits our problem and our needs. The following discussion will illustrate both usesll. In our examples, we recognize three basic categories of differences:
1) differences in the data we have to provide (which data, how many, in which form, ... );
2) differences in the results d uc to differences in the data we provided; and 3) differences in the results due to differences in the mechanisms used in the theories.
We first consider Example 1. Concerning category 1 above, the quantitative knowledge stated in the problem has to be coded differently in the four specializations. In the probabilistic case, the need to specify completely the joint distributions 1' w"hing and 1' coherent has obliged us to replace in some way the missing information. In 10 For better readability, we show the results of the p ossibilistic case as necessity/possibility pairs. Remind that N(A) = 1-n<-A).
11 This is not meant to be a general comparative analysis of different UR techniques. Our sole aim here is to show how Pulcine11a may provide useful information in this perspective.
particular, in 1'washin g , the 80% probability of (BvW) has been converted into exact probability values for B and P individually (assuming equiprobability); a similar operation has been made for 1' coherent· On the other hand, in both the belief function and the possibilistic specializations knowledge has been expressed at exactly the level of granularity that is available. However, it must be noticed that using basic probability assignments to encode knowledge may sometimes be less intuitive (mainly because we have to work on subsets). Finally, our knowledge has easily been reduced in the obvious way in the Boolean specialization.
Moving now to the analysis of the results (categories 2 and 3 above), we first notice that -as expected-all four specializations agree from the qualitative viewpoint. The major quantitative differences show up between the results of the probabilistic specialization and those of the belief function (or possibilistic) one. These differences must be tracked back to differences in the data used, mainly because of the additional hypotheses (equiprobability) introduced in the probabilistic case. Remarkably, these differences are particularly evident in those cases (States 0 and 1) in which ignorance is predominant: here, in spite of our ignorance, the probabilistic approach needs (and gives) precise figures12. Another interesting difference arises between the belief function and the possibilistic cases. Here, differences in results do not originate from differences in the inputs given, but rather from the different combination mechanisms. To wit, consider State 2: the Philco evidence and the Speech evidence are both denying the W hypothesis. These two items of evidence have been combined into one much stronger evidence against W by Dempster's rule in the belief function case, resulting in a very small (0.02) plausibility for W. On the other hand, the stronger of them has simply been selected through the MIN operator in the possibilistic approach, giving a possibility value of 0.1 for W.
The above considerations illustrate how to use Pulcinella for analyzing the different behaviours of uncertainty treating theories. However, we do not have a pragmatic unit for measuring how much do a given theory fits our needs. Still, Pulcinella may be also used as a tool for evaluating uncertainty formalisms in the light of the uses to which they are to be put. To this respect, we now consider Example 2. As before, we first consider the differences in the inputs required by the different techniques (category 1 above), and than the differences in the output produced (categories 2 and 3). However, we try to take here a more "knowledge engineering" viewpoint.
Probability theory requires several values that are not available in our data. It is common practice to produce missing values by resorting to some symmetry consideration, or by using the principle of maximum entropy. Accordingly, we had to introduce a number of equiprobability hypotheses for our missing values (e.g. in computing :P((ok, ok, fault)). Also, notice that the amount of subjective estimates required by the probabilistic approach greatly increases the risk of inconsistency among them (but see Duda et al., 1986) . On the contrary, the process of supplying data is extremely simple in the possibility and the belief function specializations: the expert must supply just the data she knows, and consign the rest to silence. We do not need to force her (or the figures she supplies) to say something they were not meant to. However, in the belief function case, the translation of this data into basic probability assignments may sometimes be hard. The difficulty of the Boolean case is somewhat complementary to that of the probabilistic case: the data given by the expert has to be rounded very roughly, and she may feel uncomfortable with the approximations obtained. A possible reaction to this rude attitude is to try to split general rules into more specific ones. The aim of this would be to reduce uncertainty by explicitly accounting for the possible exceptions to rules. Though this constitutes a stimulus for the expert that may sometimes result in a better explanation of her knowledge, the strongly empirical, tangled and "artistic" nature of electrical fault diagnostic knowledge discouraged us from using the Boolean specialization for our problem.
We now switch to analyzing the results. Our four specializations have produced results that are both quantitatively and qualitatively different. The first phenomenon we notice is that the Boolean specialization does not suggest the possibility of a fault in 51. The causes of this reside both in the input given and in the combination mechanism used. As for the input, the knowledge encoded in our relations allows us to infer that the fault is, e.g., either in 51 or in L 1. Yet, no relation encodes knowledge which allows us to infer the 51 hypothesis alone. Discrimination between 51 and L1 is, on the other side, captured by differences in the given weights in the other approaches. As for the mechanism, aggregating knowledge by an AND operation does not allow to perform that "counting" of evidence that seems necessary if we want to accumulate items of weak evidence together. In our example, the evidence given by 02 only partly supports the hypothesis 51; however, we would expect further support for 51 coming from 01 to reinforce the 51 hypothesis. One way to fix this problem in the Boolean specialization is to add new rules (e.g. "IF at least 2 among 01, 02 and 03 send a delayed alarm, THEN 51 is faulty"); but the lesson taken from this story seems to be that considering uncertainty in our problem is necessary, if we want to preserve inferential power without having to drown in a see of specialized rules.
The second qualitative difference we want to notice regards the hypothesis "L1 = fault", which is suggested by the possibilistic and the probabilistic specializations, but not by the belief function one. The origin of this is again in the way we have coded our data: a delayed alarm does not support, in the belief function case, a fault in the adjacent line individually, but a fault in the adjacent or in the next lines13. On the contrary, in the possibilistic and the probabilistic cases, the evidence given by the alarm is spread among each hypothesis individually. A related difference concerns the hypothesis "L3 = fault", suggested by the possibilistic specialization only. This "over-inferencing" is rooted in our rather strong attitude when defining the possibility distributions for the alarm i's relations (viz. the frequential knowledge about the localization of the fault has been converted to a measure of (im)possibility). A less committed interpretation of our data could lead to the following distribution n( 0) ok del inst ok, ok ok, fault fault, ok fault, faul where the information about the relative support given by an alarm to a near fault or a far fault (which is not, strictly speaking, a matter of possibility) has been ignored. Using this encoding, we would get a result suggesting L2 alone (like in the Boolean case). The lesson to be taken here seems to be that possibility theory may provide the additional inference power that we need in our problem, but this power cannot be "fine-tuned" easily.
As for the quantitative differences, the most important one (which might be regarded as qualitative as well) concerns the hypothesis "51 = fault". This hypothesis is reinforced by the arrival of the alarm from Dl in the probabilistic and belief function specializations, but not in the possibilistic one. The cause here is only the combination mechanism used: like the AND of the Boolean case, the MIN operator does not allow us to perform that "counting", which seems necessary in our problem to accumulate evidence correctly. As a consequence, the answers given by the possibilistic specialization to our problem are meaningful mainly from the qualitative viewpoint (they allow us to focus on those hypotheses which are possible), but they are fairly poor from the quantitative one. To this respect, we notice that the results given by the probabilistic specialization are very rich from the quantitative viewpoint; though, because of our straining the input data, this precision may be somehow unjustified. The belief function specialization seems to provide the trade-off between precision and non-commitment that best fits our knowledge. Yet, the computational complexity inherent in belief functions shows up in running the full experiment: the final choice of the uncertainty treating technique to be used for solving the full scale diagnostic problem will have to take this factor into consideration.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented PULCinella (Propagating Uncertainty using Local Computation), and illustrated its use as a comparison tool. The key for Pulcinella's comparison power lies in the separation made between the process of modelling the structural knowledge of a problem, and that of modelling its qualitative knowledge. Once a struc tural model has been decided, we can superimpose any of the available uncertainty calculi on it. There are at least two places where Pulcinella is expected to be useful. First, on the desk of the theorist involved in the comparative study of uncertain reasoning models. For her, Pulcinella might play the role of a slide-rule when empirically test ing the behaviour of uncertainty theories over sample problems of academic interest. The fact that the structural model of the problem is the same for all theories ensures the soundness of the test. Second, on the desk of the knowledge engineer. Here, Pulcinella might prove help ful in checking out different uncertainty management techniques for solving the problem at hands, and then judging-on this experimental basis-which one appears to be the most adequate to our case. In particular, we may test, for each theory, both the input requirements and the results, and evaluate how the available data is accommodated for, or our expectations satisfied.
